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1. Introduction 
 
To achieve long-term success, a company must increase its 
willingness to change and improve continuously its 
competitiveness in all its functions. This is more so because 
the quality perceptions of users continue to change [1]. To 
achieve this, an organisation needs to start from the basics; 
it has to improve the process that produces the product or 
the service and for the case of new products or services it 
has to improve the New Product / Service Introduction 
Process. 
 
Process improvement refers to taking advantage of 
opportunities to move a process from a current state to 
another state of higher performance. Measures of process 
improvement include product quality, process flexibility, 
work-in progress inventory, lead times, material handling, 
and throughput [1]. 
 
The aim of this paper is to report on the use of a specific 
business process modelling and simulation technique, 
namely System Dynamics, in order to model and then 
simulate the generic structure of the New Product 
Development (NPD) process in organisations so that it 
would be possible to improve it. System Dynamics is a 
simulation technique that is especially suited to modelling 
and analysing the behavioural aspects of a system, i.e. the 
way that the system elements interact with and influence 
each other to generate overall system behaviour. In terms of 
the NPD process, such an analysis can reveal positive or 
negative feedback loops in the process, thereby allowing 
managers to understand the likely impact of ‘local’ changes 
on overall process cost, time, and perceived quality. 
 
 
2. New Product Development 
 
The NPD process is at last receiving the attention it 
deserves. This is shown by the large number of academic 
and business books and articles in journals describing best 

practices in the area of NPD found in the most successful 
companies both Japanese and Western.    
 
New product success remains the critical challenge as we 
move into the next century. In the 1990s, many companies 
have awakened to the major role new products must play in 
their future quest for prosperity; some have even gone as 
far as trying to revitalise, restructure, and redesign their 
new product practices and processes for better results. 
Benchmarking against other firms is a popular first step [2]. 
 
Numerous studies have investigated why new products / 
services succeed, why others fail, and what distinguishes 
winning new products / services from losers. These studies 
have proved extremely valuable in that they have identified 
a myriad of success factors at the project level. What is 
missing in this analysis, however, is a broader or more 
macro view of the determinants of success. That is, we 
must move from the micro, or project level of analysis, to 
the company or macro level [2]. 
 
What successful NPD projects seem to have in common 
are: 1.Support of top management; 2.Qualified, experienced 
leadership with decision-making authority; 3.Formal 
organisation of a group or team responsible for the project; 
4. Training programs to teach the skills and techniques of 
new product / service development; 5.A diverse, co-
operative team; 6. Adequate staffing, funding, and vendor 
assistance [3].  
 
In other words the company’s overall new product / service 
introduction performance depends on: 
1. Process: the firm’s NP/SI process and the specific 

activities within this process 
2. Organisation: the way the new product / service 

introduction efforts are organised 
3. Strategy: the firm’s total new product / service strategy 
4. Culture: the firm’s internal culture and climate for 

innovation, and 



5. Commitment: senior management’s involvement with 
and corporate commitment to new product / service 
introduction [2]. 

 
New products and/or services are emerging continuously at 
an accelerated rate because of dynamic forces such as 
accelerated technology, greater customer demands, total 
quality management, global competition, reengineering, 
shared information systems, and government regulations, 
but the processes for developing them are still a series of 
discrete steps. NPD needs to be a continuous process as we 
move into an era of continuous innovation [4]. 
 
2.1 New Product Development Process Model 
 
Models are used in a variety of disciplines as a way of 
understanding the dynamics of a process. Certainly their 
use is widely accepted within marketing and their 
application is highly recommended by any number of 
authors. Lillien and Kotler (1983) affirm the benefits of 
using models to assist decision making in a complex and 
difficult world. "Model-building approach proved timely 
and valuable support for marketing decision making" [5]. 
 
However, their primary value comes from the systematic 
and logical framework which is designed to reduce the risk 
of failure while leaving creative talent free to create, not 
become overwhelmed by detail. They provide a checklist of 
the key activities to be undertaken and an appreciation of 
the whole process. This latter point is more important 
where there are many disparate participants and inputs into 
the process. 
 
The review of the literature has suggested that the use of 
formal NPD process models provides benefits. However, it 
is not beneficial to rely entirely on the model to guarantee 
success by slavishly carrying out each step as prescribed. 
Instead it should be used as a framework in which steps can 
be undertaken or ignored. The point is that stages are 
omitted by a conscious decision not by default and as a 
result of some examination as to their consequences. The 
use of a model assists in the new product development 
procedure in that it creates a cohesive framework for 
organising the way we think. It does not inhibit creativity, it 
systemises the routines and leaves creativity free to 
innovate. 
 
Therefore, although support for the use of models as a 
decision and processing tool is strong, it should be 
appreciated that there are some, like Kraushar and Baker, 
who believe it may be too prescriptive. This could then 
encourage the belief that it is the model, not the input to 
and output from it, that is crucial. Notwithstanding, models 
are widely accepted and this has led to various models 
representing the NPD process. Some of the most well 
known models have been developed by: Kotler in1986 [6], 
Swindells in 1971 [7], Booz-Allen & Hamilton in 1982 [8], 
Cooper and Kleinschmidt in 1986 [9]. 
 

Previous work at Cranfield University by Dr E. M. Rooney 
and Amanda Peters [10] resulted in the development of a 
model for New Product Design and Development (NPDD). 
The NPDD model was the result of the identification and 
analysis of industry best practices. None of the models 
presented within the literature seem to be truly generic, that 
is, applicable to the New Product / Service Introduction 
process in any company. The aim of a generic model is to 
give an overview of the New Product / Service Introduction 
process that will be relevant to any company. The NPDD 
model has been derived from experience over a number of 
years from a wide range of businesses and market sectors in 
the United Kingdom.  
 
The model resulting from the research is illustrated 
diagrammatically in Figure 1. It explicitly includes 
management related facilitation issues, a breakdown of the 
NPDD process and placement of key supporting quality 
tools and techniques.  
 

 
Figure 1: The NPD Process 
 
Idea: This is the phase in which a business opportunity is 
identified, and evaluated with respect to the general 
requirements of the company. Obviously, after the 
generation stage successful ideas should be screened to 
evaluate their potential success in the market place, and the 
ability of, and cost to the organisation to produce them. 
 
Concept: Product concept is the conversion of the business 
opportunity into some viable solutions that will fulfil all 
internal and external requirements. Within this phase the 
business opportunity is evaluated in detail, to determine the 
detailed requirements of the proposed product. Exploration 
of the requirements should encompass all aspects of the 
proposed idea, different possible solutions, and necessary 
activities that will support its production. 
 
Design: The aim of this phase is to determine the exact 
parameters of the product to fit the detailed performance 
requirements. Design engineers take the performance 
specifications and translate them into technical 
specifications by carrying out design competitive 



benchmarking, by identifying critical parameters and 
tolerances, and by preparing detailed part/pieces designs.  
 
Pre-production Validation: In order to ensure the smooth 
transition of the detailed design, to that of the end product, 
account should be taken of the way in which the product is 
to be produced. In other words this is the stage where 
design mistakes are corrected and the production capability 
is developed. 
 
Production/Distribution: This phase pertains to the 
physical manufacture of the product, as well as its 
subsequent release onto the market and its delivery to the 
market/customers. The stage of production and distribution 
can be seen as a set of sub-stages that take the final detailed 
design of the product and through manufacture, assemble, 
storage, and distribution the final product is produced and 
delivered to the customer. 
 
Post-Company: This stage is concerned with the study of 
the product outside the company environs. The progress of 
the product after it has left the company is vitally 
important. By monitoring the issues arising from the 
complaints, positive feedback, sales, aftercare enquiries, 
use, lost customer analysis and disposal, we may identify 
some crucial new ideas for improving the product itself or 
even for new products.  
 
 
3. Process Improvement 
 
All organisations committed to quality will strive to 
improve the quality of their goods and services, and having 
improved it they need to maintain it and further improve it. 
The question that rises is: what are the motivations and 
opportunities that lead organisations to this journey of 
continuous quality improvement. Lascelles and Dale [11] 
report that the quality improvement journey is often 
triggered by one or more of the following: the chief 
executive, competition, demanding customers and a 
greenfield venture. 
 
Most of the writers on the subject of quality agree that 
unless there is top management commitment to improve 
quality within an organisation, attempts and gains made by 
individuals and departments will be short-lived. In other 
words, the chief executive has to take the first step of the 
journey and lead the organisation towards continuous 
quality improvement. However, most chief executives do 
not start this journey unless they have a tangible proof of 
the need for quality improvement. Such proof of the need 
for quality improvement is provided by intense competition 
and demanding customers. 
 
Today’s business environment is considered to be the most 
competitive of all times. The competition is fierce and 
product or service quality is becoming increasingly 
recognised as the prime consideration in most of the 
purchasing decisions. It is clear that nowadays quality is an 
essential part of the marketing mix as companies seek to 

achieve product / service differentiation in order to gain the 
competitive advantage.   
 
An organisation needs to have customers in order to stay in 
business. To keep its customers, an organisation has to 
make them happy, i.e. to have satisfied customers. But 
because customers, satisfied or not, have experienced the 
product quality of the Japanese, they now demand quality 
in everything. To try and satisfy a demanding customer, in 
terms of quality, will force the organisation towards quality 
improvement. 
 
As mentioned earlier, many organisations are engaged in 
assessing ways in which their productivity, product quality, 
and operations can be improved, and thus most of these 
organisations are turning to the view that quality of 
products and services can best be addressed by focusing on 
improvement of the processes that create these products 
and services, rather than just on the products and services 
themselves. The quality of products and services can be 
improved by placing careful attention on the management 
of the important processes by which an organisation carries 
out its business. This process for improving an 
organisation’s processes is known as Business Process 
Management (BPM). 
 
BPM is a systematic, structured approach to analyse, 
improve, control, and manage processes with the aim of 
improving the quality of products and services. BPM, 
therefore, is the method by which an organisation’s 
“quality” program is carried out. The quality of the 
organisation’s products and/or services is a direct reflection 
of its ability to improve its processes via BPM [12].  
 
BPM begins with goal setting for the organisation. The 
vision, mission and goals of the organisation are 
formulated, and critical success factors determined. With 
these factors in mind, the processes of the organisation are 
evaluated, and a specific process for the application of 
BPM is selected. The selected process is then described and 
quantified. Based on that, opportunities for process 
improvement are identified and implemented. Following 
implementation, the cycle of selection, description, 
quantification, improvement selection, and implementation 
is repeated to carry out continuous improvement. 
Benchmarking can be a valuable tool to guide the entire 
BPM effort [12]. 
 
 
4. Using Modelling and Simulation to 

Improve the New Product Development 
Process 

 
4.1  Process Modelling 
Any business can be viewed as a collection of processes, 
which change as organisations evolve over time in response 
to their business environments. To keep ahead of the 
market competition, new ideas and change of business 
tactics have to be introduced and implemented quickly and 
efficiently. Process modelling has evolved as a technology 



for describing processes such that they may be understood 
and evolved with greater ease, and increased organisational 
visibility [13]. 
 
Mark Greenwood [14] has a useful categorisation of 
reasons/motives for modelling:  
 
 
 
1. To describe a process 
This is what we do when we want to define a process, to 
communicate it to others, to share it across a group of 
people, to negotiate around it 
 
2. To analyse a process 

Once having a model of a process, we may well want to use 
the model to explore the properties of the process itself. 
Such a qualitative and quantitative analysis is a common 
precursor to improving the organisation.  
3. To enact a process 
By modelling business processes it is possible to give a 
computer system the process model and have it enact, i.e. 
“run” the model, supporting the participants in the process 
as the process proceeds, handling their agendas, supporting 
their interactions, and perhaps playing its own part in the 
process.  
 
Ould [15] has identified eight ‘laws’ which capture some 
general needs of the process modeller: 
1. If abstractions are necessary, they have to be concrete 

ones 
2. The real world is messy, therefore notation must be able 

to model mess when necessary 
3. A model must mean something and only one thing. 
4. Process models are about people, and for people; the 

notation must make sense to people. 
5. It must be possible to model both what people actually 

do and what they effectively do 
6. A model must capture both processes and functions 
7. A process is about doing, deciding, and cooperating. 

Not about data. 
8. There are some basic business patterns, and these need 

to be identified 
 
4.1.1  Basic Concepts in Process Modelling 
The challenge for aerospace, and in general, engineering 
organisations is not only to advance science and technology 
through its products but to develop world class product 
development processes in the application of new and 
existing technology [16]. Hammer and Champy said, “it is 
not products but the processes that create long term 
success. Good products do not make winners; winners 
make good products”.    
 
Engineering businesses are very complex organisations, 
and embarking on a programme involving process 
modelling is not a trivial event. Revealing the complex 
array of interrelated activities in a way that provides insight 
for improvement is a huge challenge and one which 

requires the same systems engineering skills which are used 
to develop a product itself [17]. 
 
Modelling is an abstraction of reality. Abstraction means 
limiting the view of reality to consider only those aspects of 
a situation that are of interest. Modelling of any system 
may be advantageous, as it enables knowledge to be 
consolidated and understanding to be gained. Coherent 
representations, models, or analytic frameworks, can exist 
in the conceptual world, without assuming that these 
models are in fact descriptions of empirical reality [17]. 
 
The importance of understanding a process and its internal 
and external structure and relationships may be realised by 
looking at the results it may have, like the unification of all 
functional divisions by a common aim and purpose which 
enables activity to be guided so that it meets the process 
objective. 
 
Process modelling plays an essential part in challenging 
existing processes by helping to pose a variety of critical 
questions including: 
 Is the complexity necessary? 
 Are simplifications possible? 
 Are there too many interdepartmental transfers? 
 Is the process effective? 
 What drives the process cost? 
 How is quality assured? [18] 
 
4.1.2 Methods and Notations for Business Process 
Modelling 
Within process modelling there are many methods and 
notations which may be used to describe the process under  
examination. These methods range from formal 
(mathematical) rigorous notations, to more graphical (easier 
to understand) notations. Each of these notations has its 
own advantages and problems. Typically formal notations, 
may be executed on a computer and run (as programs) to 
study in detail the behaviour of processes. However, the 
main problem with such notations, is that they are difficult 
to present to anyone other than an expert. Hence, it is 
difficult to validate process scenarios with users. In 
contrast, diagrammatic or graphical notations are excellent 
for process elicitation and presentation, since they may be 
understood with relative ease in a short space of time. 
However, they do not provide the benefits of rigorous 
process experimentation which can be gained with 
enactable notations [15]. 
 
A model that makes the process visible to the parties 
concerned can bring great value to itself [15]. In many 
professions modelling has been a proven method for 
translating information. Architects use models and 
engineers use blueprints to provide graphic representation 
of a completed structure. Models can be used to help 
visualise current and future business processes. To aid 
communication, it is necessary to build descriptive models 
that attempt to represent the business ‘as is’  or ‘as desired’. 
 



Modelling tools should be capable of capturing the high-
level processes and the context of the business within its 
market place. A properly chosen process modelling tool 
satisfies the following criteria [19]: 
 
 It is fast and easy to use at a high-level; 
 It is applicable to the portrayal and analysis of the new 

process, enabling new and old processes to be 
compared in the same formats and perhaps even driven 
by the same set of simulation variables; 

 It provides not only a descriptive, but also an 
analytical, model of the process, facilitating an 
understanding of such factors as time, cost, and other 
resources consumed by the process; and 

 It supports the addition of successive levels of systems 
and data-oriented detail, enabling it ultimately (and 
seamlessly) to serve a useful purpose during the 
systems design and/or prototyping stages. 

 
As different companies have attempted to improve their 
operations, many different techniques have evolved, 
including among others System Dynamics. 
 
The System Dynamics methodology examines the 
behaviour of complex systems over time by representing 
the processes, structure, strategies and information flows of 
systems. A definition of the method can be stated as 
follows [20]: 

A rigorous method for qualitative description, 
exploration and analysis of complex systems 
in terms of their processes, information, 
organisational boundaries and strategies; 
which facilitates quantitative simulation 
modelling and analysis for the design of 
system structure and control. 

 
System Dynamics was originally developed in the 1950’s 
and 1960’s at MIT by Jay Forrester as a set of tools for 
relating the internal structure of complex systems to their 
behaviour over time, via the use of simulation. The System 
Dynamics methodology was based on ideas of feedback 
systems, such as those encountered in electrical and 
mechanical control. 
 
Over the past three decades System Dynamics has been 
applied broadly in such areas as environmental change, 
economic development, social unrest, urban decay, 
psychology and physiology. There has been a 
corresponding growth in the tool-base being developed and 
applied including causal loop diagramming, chaos theory, 
statistical analysis and interactive learning environments 
[21]. 
 
Though eclectic in content and methods, System Dynamics 
retains certain underlying principles that form an important 
bridge between reality and our ability to understand it [21]: 
 Concentration on dynamics and feedback relationships 
 Representation of decision making behaviour based on 

actual information availability 

 Explicit recognition of disequilibrium and the process 
of adjustment 

 Incorporation of non-linear relationships when 
appropriate 

 Quantification of unmeasured but important concepts 
and relationships 

 
In other words, system dynamics is characterised by [21]: 
 Searching for useful solutions to real problems, 

especially in social systems (businesses, schools, 
governments, etc.) and the environment 

 Using computer simulation models to understand and 
improve such systems 

 Basing the simulation models on mental models, 
qualitative knowledge and numerical information 

 Using methods and insights from feedback control 
engineering and other scientific disciplines to assess 
and improve the quality of models 

 Seeking improved ways to translate scientific results 
into actual implementation 

 
4.2  Process Simulation Modelling 
Simulation is the process of constructing a model of a 
system which contains a problem and conducting 
experiments with the model on a computer for a specific 
purpose of experimentation to solve the problem [22].  
Simulation is the process of designing a model of a real 
system and conducting experiments with this model for the 
purpose, either of understanding the behaviour of the 
system or of evaluating various strategies (within the limits 
imposed by a criterion or set of criteria) for the operation of 
the system [23]. 
 
Practical simulation modelling usually originates in a 
management perception of a problem requiring some 
decision or understanding [24]. The problem may concern 
or involve the operation of some complex system on which 
direct experimentation may be impractical on grounds of 
cost, time or some human restriction [25]. Simulation 
models provide a potentially powerful tool for conducting 
controlled experiments by systematically varying specific 
parameters and rerunning the model. 
 
The most important advantages of simulation over other 
operational research techniques are described by Law and 
Kelton  [26] as follows: 
 Most complex, real-world systems with stochastic 

elements cannot be accurately described by a 
mathematical model that can be evaluated analytically. 
Thus, simulation is often the only type of investigation 
possible. 

 Simulation allows estimation of the performance of an 
existing system under some projected set of operating 
conditions. 

 Alternative proposed system designs can be compared 
via simulation to see which best meets a specified 
requirement. 



 In a simulation we can maintain much better control 
over experimental conditions than would generally be 
possible when experimenting with the system itself. 

 Simulation allows us to study a system in compressed 
time. 

 Simulation, especially when combined with graphical 
animation and interaction capabilities, facilitates better 
understanding of a system’s behaviour, of the impact 
of proposed changes and allows for better 
communication of results. 

 
Simulation has been identified as a suitable technique for 
Continuous Improvement projects. Once in use, simulation 
models encourage a culture of measurement that supports 
continuous process improvement. Some characteristics of 
simulation that make it ideal for business process modelling 
and improvement tools, were identified by Giaglis and Paul 
[25] and include:    
 Simulation helps to define deficiencies early in the 

design process when correction is easily and 
inexpensively accomplished. 

 Simulation models can be easily updated to follow 
changes in the actual system, thus enabling model 
maintenance and reusability. 

 Simulation models can improve decision quality 
through their consistency and objectivity. 

 Simulation models can help the decision makers 
generate and communicate ideas and interact with the 
model to immediately assess the impact of proposed 
changes. 

 The stochastic nature of business processes can be 
modelled in a simulation study. 

 The analysis of results can be targeted to match the 
objectives of specific studies. 

 Simulation allows the decision maker to obtain a 
‘system-wide’ view of the effects of ‘local’ changes in 
a system and allows for the identification of implicit 
dependencies between parts of the system. 

 Finally, simulation encourages a cultural shift in the 
way modelling is perceived in an organisation, by 
means of continuous measurement and evaluation of 
business activities. 

 
For the purposes of the modelling of NPD, an extensive 
study was carried out, evaluating the available software 
packages for simulation modelling. The selection process 
was based on three criteria: the capability of the s/w 
package to perform the activities decided to be necessary 
for the research, the cost of the s/w package and the user 
friendliness of the package. Among the identified software 
packages, iThink of Cognitus was chosen. iThink is a 
powerful simulation tool, designed to improve 
performance, profitability and organisational learning. 
iThink gives the ability to quickly build sophisticated 
dynamic models of business process and also simulate 
these processes using a simple 3-step progression (process 
mapping, process modelling, and process simulation) [27]. 
. 
 

4.3 Improving the NPD Process – An application in the 
aerospace industry 
 
The Electronics Manufacturing Division of a European 
aerospace industry was used as an example in order to 
illustrate the use of modelling and simulation for improving 
the NPD process. In such a division, where activities 
include the development and production of electronic and 
telecommunication products for military and civil use, the 
modelling of its NPD process requires a lot of effort in 
order to really understand all the activities of this process. 
With the help of the division’s personnel it was possible to 
relate the generic NPD model (Figure 1) with the actual 
NPD process of the division. The next step was to develop 
a methodology for analysing the results of the simulation. 
 
Diagrammatic representations of system dynamics models 
are based on cause and effect diagrams (known as causal 
loop or influence diagrams) and pipe diagrams. The 
purpose of these diagrams is to allow mental models about 
system structure and strategies to be made explicit. The 
word ‘structure’ here is taken to imply the information 
feedback structure of the system, and hence system 
dynamics models are often described as taking a feedback 
perspective of a situation [10]. The underlying premise is 
that the feedback structure of a system is a direct 
determinant of its behaviour. Figure 2 illustrates typical 
examples of notational conventions used in pipe diagrams. 
 

STOCKS: Represent physical(cash, inventory) or non-physical(skills, morale) accumulations

FLOWS: Represent activities that transform the status of stocks

CONVERTERS: Generate output values for each time period

CONNECTORS: Transmit information and inputs that are used to regulate flows  
 
Figure 2. System Dynamics Notation (Pipe Diagram) 
 
The System Dynamics modelling technique was used to 
transform the generic NPDD model illustrated in Figure 1 
into a computer-based model that could be dynamically run 
and analysed. The main aims of this modelling were to gain 
additional insight into the dynamics of the generic NPD 
process, and to identify ‘hidden’ or difficult to establish 
inter-relationships between the various activities which 
constitute the whole process. The ultimate objective is to 
use customised versions of this model in order to measure 
the effectiveness of specific instances of the NPD process 
in particular organisations, and to guide (in an informed 
manner) managerial decision-making with reference to the 
optimal arrangement of activities and use of quality tools 
and techniques within the NPD process[27]. 



 
Figure 3 illustrates a small part of the overall NPD model 
developed. This part depicts stage five of the NPDD model 
(Production/Distribution). Products or services pass 
through different ‘states’ (for example, from Awaiting 
Inspection to Inspection) according to different rates, which 
are regulated by the connecting ‘flows’ (for example, the 
‘entering inspection’ time). The values of flows themselves 
are determined by the ‘converters’ (for example, the 
number of hours spent in Statistical Process Control  & 
Capability Analysis (SPC & CA)), which determine the rate 
of flow of new products/services through the NPD process. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3. Modelling the NPD Process using iThink 
(Production stage) 
 
By quantifying the relationships implied by the links in the 
System Dynamics model, it is possible to simulate the 
model and gain quantitative information on model 
dynamics. For example, modellers and decision-makers can 
experiment with different options for arranging activities or 
for using different quality tools and techniques, and assess 
(in real-time) the effects of their decisions on the overall 
NP/SI process. The Key Performance Indicators that can be 
measured through this process are Time (the duration of the 
whole NPD process or of the individual stages it consists 
of), Cost (depending on the cost drivers as determined by 
each particular company), and Quality[27]. 
 
For example, one can experiment with different options 
regarding the number of employees and the number of 
hours spent on acceptance sampling (to use the example of 
Figure 2), and evaluate the best balance between additional 
costs (due to time and manpower spent in acceptance 
sampling) and increased quality of the final product. It 
should, however, be noted that in order for the System 
Dynamics model to be used in such a quantitative fashion, a 
significant amount of data should be collected, analysed, 
and used within the model. Since this data has to come 

from particular organisational settings, it is not possible to 
quantitatively simulate the model in a generic case. The 
generic model can be used for qualitative evaluation of the 
NPD process, as well as a baseline for the development of 
‘customised’ models for individual organisations[27]. 
 
Having built the NPD process model, the next step is to 
render the model simulatable. In doing so, a systematic 
process was followed using a sequence of four steps: 1. 
characterise the flows (characterising the flows means 
determining the nature of the process at work in producing 
the inflow(s) and outflow(s) of a stock.), 2. specify the 
algebra (after characterising the flows, the algebraic 
equations associated with each flow need to be 
determined), 3. close loops (this means looking for 
feedback relationships that regulate the various flows), 4. 
Numerate (give numeric values to the variables and 
constants of the equations).  
 
The objective of the simulation was to determine the 
relationships between cost, time and quality of the NPD 
process of the Electronics Manufacturing Division of the 
aerospace industry under examination, in order to identify 
possible areas for improvement. For cost and time the 
procedure was a straightforward one: during the simulation, 
the software adds up the numeric values of cost and time 
for each ‘stage’ of the process. For example, “number of 
hours spent in acceptance sampling” plus “number of hours 
spent in production” plus “number of hours spent in SPC & 
CA”. 
 
For quality, things were not so simple since the issue was 
how to measure quality. The methodology, which was 
decided to be used, is based in assigning a quality factor for 
each particular activity of the generic NPD process. The 
total sum of these quality factors adds up to 100, and gives 
the ‘ideal’ values of quality factors of the process. 
Therefore, to measure the quality of the NPD process of the 
Electronics Manufacturing Division it was necessary to 
decide upon the quality factors to be assigned for each 
activity of the NPD of the division. By visiting the 
organisation and interviewing employees of the division, it 
was possible to agree on the ‘true’ values of quality factors 
of the activities of the NPD. 
    
Extensive interviews were carried out to collect all 
necessary data in order to put them into the model so that it 
would be possible to simulate. The kind of data that had to 
be collected involved the number of hours spent in each 
activity, the number of employees involved in each activity 
(acceptance sampling, production, etc.), the average man 
hour rate of the division and so on. Once all data were 
available, the NPD process was simulated. The results of 
the simulation are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 
illustrates the ‘ideal’ and ‘true’ values of the quality factors 
of the process, while Figure 5 shows the relationship 
between cost, time and quality of the process.  
 
By looking at these figures, it is obvious that there are some 
possible areas for improvement throughout the NPD 
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process of the organisation’s division. Figure 5 clearly 
shows that there is potential for improvement since the 
division’s (‘true’) quality factors level is lower than the 
‘ideal’ level. The greatest potential for improvement is at 
the design stage as well as at the pre-production validation 
and post-company stages, since at these three stages the 
‘true’ quality factors levels seems to decline from the 
‘ideal’. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Quality Factors of the NPD process of the 
Electronics Mfg. Division 
 

Figure 5: Cost-Time-Quality relationship of the NPD 
process of the Electronics Mfg. Division 
 
 
Figure 4 substantiates the above observations since it is 
obvious that at the design and pre-production validation 
stages of the NPD process the cost increases significantly. 

Improvement efforts should focus at these two stages in 
order to increase the quality factors level and at the same 
time to decrease the cost. The post-company stage also 
deserves some attention. The reason for this seems to be 
that during this stage, the division is not spending enough 
time for the post-company activities (it looks like they do 
not spend any time at all - i.e.time not measured) and 
therefore the contribution to the quality factors level is 
almost zero. It may be better to increase the cost by a 
fraction in order to increase significantly the quality factors 
level.  
 
 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
Modelling and simulation are powerful tools for process 
improvement. In terms of the NPSI process, modelling and 
simulation give the opportunity to the organisations to 
identify the specific stage(s) of their NPD process that need 
to be improved. Furthermore, new process designs can be 
tested prior to implementation, providing managers with a 
‘laboratory’ situation where they can generate and 
experiment with ideas for process improvement without 
bearing the cost of applying them in the organisational 
workplace. Modelling and simulation also allow managers 
to understand the likely impact of ‘local’ changes on 
overall process cost, time, and perceived quality. 
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